1. Please choose the best answer. (80 %)

1. The babies were joined at their chests. She could not separate them.
   A) wake them up   B) take them apart   C) take them back   D) put them up
2. The woman in the picture is demonstrating the bed.
   A) fixing   B) showing   C) making   D) bringing
3. "Grandma!" Lillie exclaimed. "It's my daddy's birthday!"
   A) talked   B) whispered   C) shouted   D) sang
4. Wade McKinnon was hunting ducks.
   A) painting   B) feeding   C) shooting   D) teaching
5. I have a _______ girl.
   A) five years old   B) five-year-old   C) five-years-old   D) five year
6. They need protection ______ the sun and rain, so they built a simple roof.
   A) in   B) for   C) from   D) to
7. Eating three tomatoes at once ______ fun.
   A) be   B) is   C) are   D) has
8. People who smoke usually can't ______.
   A) give out   B) give on   C) give up   D) give to
9. A: Is there ______ with your legs?
   B: Yes, I fell off my bike and broke my ankles.
   A) wrong thing   B) something wrong   C) wrong something   D) thing wrong
10. When Henry got the highest score in his class, his teacher said, "__________" to him.
    A) Watch out!   B) Oops!   C) Well done!   D) Go ahead!
11. I am about 165 cm tall.
    A) approximately   B) exactly   C) usually   D) really
12. Some writers use a ______ name on their books.
    A) real   B) not real   C) strange   D) long
13. Dear Angela, Happy birthday from your daddy. I guess you wonder ______.
    A) who we are   B) who are we   C) we are who   D) we who are
14. ______ June it didn’t rain for a long time, and the men ran out of water.
    A) In   B) On   C) At   D) After
15. Tom’s phone number is 4382-1481, and then the number through to his office is 234.
    Therefore, “234” is Tom’s ______.
    A) school number   B) message number   C) extension number   D) pin number
17. A: Could I have a napkin and a straw, please?   B: ____________.
    A) Sure, they’re both over there on the counter.
    B) No, thanks.
    C) Yes, I’ll have a Coke.
    D) Of course not. Here you are.
18. I’ve been looking forward ______ that famous movie star.
   A) meet   B) to meet   C) met   D) meeting
19. The doctor said the little boy might become _______ because his eyes were badly hurt.
   A) strong   B) proud   C) excellent   D) blind
20. Our new Web site has been receiving over a thousand ______ each week.
   A) knocks   B) calls   C) hits   D) rings

II. Reading Comprehensions (20 %)

Reading A-- A Girl Just Like Mom
   No matter which girl he brought home, the young man found disagree from his mother. A friend
gave him advice.
   “Find a girl just like your mother—then she’s bound to like her.”
   So the young man searched, and finally found the girl. He told his friendly adviser: “Just like
you said, I found a girl who looked, talked, dressed, and even cooked like mother. And just as you
said, ________.”
   “So,” asked the friend, “what happened?”
   “Nothing,” said the young man. “My father hates her!”

Questions
21. Which one fits in the blank?
   A) I found disapproval
   B) I searched and searched
   C) She is gentle and friendly
   D) Mother liked her
22. In this story, the young man ______.
   A) followed his friend’s advice
   B) could not find a woman like her mother
   C) could not find a woman that he liked
   D) finally got married
23. The young man’s first problem was finding a woman
   A) whom he liked
   B) whom his mother liked
   C) whom his father liked
   D) whom his friend liked
24. The young man’s father probably _______ the young man’s mother.
   A) ignores   B) likes   C) loves   D) dislikes
25. What does the word “adviser” mean?
   A) a person who offer you a job   B) a person who can offer you some idea
   C) a rich person   D) a nervous person
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